
September 21,2005 

Dear Store Manager: 

Rockstar Games would like to thank you for your ongoing efforts as a key leader and tastemaker in the 
gaming community. With this in mind, we would like to give you an inside look into the hottest titles of the 
upcoming holiday season. 

Enclosed, you will find important information on our exciting lineup, our official trailers on DVD, and a few 
branded items we think you may enjoy. 

Grand Theft Auto: Liberty City Stories (PSP) 

-~. 

Grand Theft Auto: Liberty City Stories for the PSpTM Handheld System is an all new adventure set in the 
now classic Liberty City. Taking place three years prior to the events of Grand Theft Auto 3, you'll playas 
scorned wise guy Toni Cipriani who has just returned to Liberty City after having been forced into exile for 
killing a made man as a favor to mob boss Salvatore Leone. With the dust settled, the Leone's welcome 
Toni back and put him back to work as one of their toughest mob soldiers. Taking the best of the Grand 
Theft Auto universe, Grand Theft Auto: Liberty City Stories packs all the freedom, stories, missions, 
characters, radio stations, and sprawling urban adventure in the palm of your hand. 

Take a look at this highly anticipated PSp TM title in action on the enclosed DVD, and then check out our 
press book to read what the top gaming mags have been saying. 

The Warriors (Xbox and PS2) 

New York, 1979. A battle on the streets of New York City. The armies of the night number 60,000 strong, 
and tonight they're all after The Warriors - a street gang wrongly accused of killing a rival gang leader. 
The Warriors must make their way from one end of New York to their turf on the other side of the city. All 
that stands between The Warriors and their survival are 20 miles and thousands of street gang members. 
The army of gangs owns the streets and there 's no turning back. They must fight for their lives and learn 
the meaning of loyalty as danger and uncertainty emerge from the city night. 

Rockstar Games proudly presents The Warriors for the PlayStation®2 and Xbox™ based on the 1979 
Paramount Pictures cult classic movie. Developed by Rockstar Toronto, The Warriors expands the 
stylized cinematic journey of the film into a gritty interactive experience set in 1970s New York. 

As you'll notice when reading more about this action-packed title in the enclosed book of selected press 
clippings, anticipation for The Warriors is high and we're not planning on disappointing our loyal fans. 
We've included two trailers featuring gameplay from The Warriors on the enclosed DVD so you can check 
the game out for yourself. 

We look forward to working with you to successfully launch Grand Theft Auto: Liberty City Stories for the 
PSpTM and The Warriors for PS2® and XboxTM . Thank you again for all of your hard work and support. 

Best regards, 

Rockstar Games 
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I t's the game 
that was never 

supposed to exist ••• 
and yet It does, ID a 
big, big wayl FbuIt:oat 
how Ruckster Games 
managed to squeeze 
the Grand TlIelf Auto 
series onto your PSP. 

61 

I RESIDENT 
EVILS 
E-..ryone'1l favorite rotting, undead 
"*'P .. coming to the PS3 .•. and 
they'w got a HttIe aurprfse for you. 
FInd out what it Is on page 68. •. if 
~ct.r.I 



F
rom the start, Grand 
Theft Auto: Liberty 
City Stories was never 
meant to be. Consider 

the circumstances: the PSP's 
limited control scheme was 
immediately seen as an issue; 
~hen the reduced capacity 
of the UMD (1.8GB versus a ' 
dual-layer, 9GB DVD used with 
San Andreas) came up; later, 
concerns about the load times 
and most importantly, the bat
tery life, became the new "it" 
issue. How could a series so 
ambitious, even on a full-blown 
console, be scaled down and 
made to fit into a hole half 
the size of its own concepts? 
Would it even be possible? 
(Spoiler. The answer is yes.) 

---- --------------------- ---- _ .. _---------
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Liberty City Stories 

G
rand Theft Auto is one of the most popular gaming series available as shown by the monster sales of III, 
Vice City, and San Andreas. The first Grand Theft Auto PSP title, liberty City Stories, will go back to the 
beginning and follow the adventures of Toni Capriani in the titular location three years before Grand 
Theft Auto III. As a foot soldier for the mob, Toni's missions consist of the usual Grand Theft objectives 
that fall along the lines of rubbing out competing gangs while strengthening his power base. The 

entire liberty City has been reproduced from GTA III-Shoreside Vale, Portland, and Staunton Island
albeit with a few cosmetic changes. However familiar as the geography may be, the game is rife with new 

and innovative play mechanics, such as a 
brand-new targeting and aiming system that 
even surpasses the one featured in the latest 
GTA, San Andreas. Additional features will 
include a hefty selection of classic rock 
music (no word on who the art
ists may be), over 100 hours of 
gameplay, and a ton of side mis
sions and diversions-including 
taxi service, hidden packages, 
and more. Whittling a mammoth 
game like Grand Theft Auto 
down to a handheld system is 
no easy feat, but liberty City 
Stories looks as if it can deliver 
the goods that fans of the series 
crave.-Major Mike 

. FimLoolt 
• Developer. Rockstar I.te<b 
• Publisher. Rodtstar GaIrllS 
• Target rtitase date: fall 2005 



on the PSI' you'll see Paulie's Revue 
Bar which will later become LUIgi 's Sex 
Club III GTA3, 

Throughout the cily, you'll also find 
stunt opporturuties for your cars, hidden 
packages. and rampages (during whICh 
you go hog-Wild and shoot as many 
ciwies as you can within the time limit), 
JUSt e III prevIOUS GTAs. 

~ .. . . -
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Now featuring 
Uberty City Stories jacked several post
GTA3 imprOYements, such as new cars, 
motorcycles, and GTA: San Andreas' trip 
skips (to save you brne when replaying 
failed mISSions) and improved targeting 
system (with the ability to cycle through 
enemies), though you still can't shoot as 
effectively as you can In , say, every 
other Yideogarne on the market. 
Unfortunately, yGII woo't be building up 
your character's sIaIt ~ in San 
Andreas, and you still can't swim, as 
Uberty City wasn't designed for that. 
You Will, however, get to dress up in dif
ferent outfits. Rockstar won't say quite 
yet what effect this has on gameplay. 

Although the city is a familiar concrete 
Jungle to most of us, the adventure is all 
new. As you'd suspect, Toni's return to 
Uberty City isn't a quiet one, with the 
SIIldacco family, the pofice, and even the 
mayor's office ' welcoming' him horne 
ke a parade gone hombly wrong. 

We've seen two missions so far. In 
one. the doo sends you to pick up some 
money at a warehouse, which blows up 
~ as you get there. You must scramble 
aroIJld pICIq up all the loose change 
while pickjng off Triad gangsters. In 
ardher 1TlISSIOIl, you have to stop four 
waves 01 SIIldacco IIlJgs from blowing 
up a casm. ~ starts with two cars tun of 
hit men. then an armored truck, and 
finaIy. a dynanvte-jlacke van, which you 
have lake over and dnve out 01 harm's 
yqy. ln ai, RocksIar ..-onuses "a lor of 
~ that (31 add up III between 80 
and 120 holIS 01 gamepIay. ~ 

I i 
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GT A: LIBERTY 
CITY STORIES 
ONCE UPON A CRIME 

The game industry is often critiqued for its shallow story lines. And 
that critique only serves to help the Grand Theft Auto series stand 
apart: The way the plots from the games are intricately wOllen is 
nothing short of impressille. Toni Cipriani, the protagonist for the 
PSP-exclusille Liberty City Stories, was introduced back in dTA3, but 
this latest game should prOllide a lot more insight into who he is. 

So, what do we know so far about Toni? Well, according to Rock
star, Mr. Cipriani is a man with a temper, but he has his soft side, too. 
He's lIery delloted to his mother (and her restaurant, fittingly named 
Momma's Restaurant) and 10lles eating her ziti and Ileal. But don't 
criticize Toni's momma's cooking-he's been known to crack heads 
together if anyone doesn't agree with his opinion that her food is the 
best around. 

In these new screens, you can see Toni using up all the energy he 
gets from that home cooking as he wields weapons, races around 
town, and blows up anything that gets in his way . 

..... Rockstar Dew. Rockstar Leeds 
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n many ways, Grand Theft Auto III broke down the 
genre barrier that separated console games in this 
and any previous generation. In fashioning a new 
action-oriented, open-ended style of play (which 
other publishers have had mild to little success in 
trying to duplicate), Rockstar North essentially 

tossed label. out the window, challenging the gamer to cre
ate their· own personal experience with GTA Ill. ot only 
could one play out the story missions at his / her own discre
tion, there wa also a seemingly infinite amount of ways to 
go about completing the aforementioned. Need to take out a 
group of vengeful Triads? Well, you could run them down 
with a Mafia Sentinel, rock th Uzi on a weU-timed drive
by, or gel out of the car altogether and do some dan1age on 
foot ... or better yet, why not catch your whip on fire, bail out 
and unlea h a car bomb on the group of bangers ... or even 
raise your wanted level and let the cops accidentally take out 

me Triad as you escape to the Pay ' N' Spray and ditch the 
heat altogether! It is this level of personalization inside the 
GTA universe that tickled our gan1ing bone back in 2001, sold 
millions of copies worldwide, and helped sell more PS2s than 
any Sony advertising or marketing ca~paign ever could. And 
with PSP sales sluggish in the U.S. and Japan, we'll see ju t 
how much pull the biggest gaming series on the planet has 
when Grand Theft Auto: Liberty Stories hits store this fall. 

A with Midnight Club 3: DUB Edition, Rockstar isn' t kimp
ing on the portable version and Liberty City Stories will be a 
console comparable experience set in the complete world of 
LC and its three separate regions: Portland, Staunton Island 
and Shoreside Vale. The story itself takes place three years 
prior to the events in GTA III, where you playas Toni Cipri
ani, returned from a forced hiatus for killing a made man for 
the infamou Salvatore Leone. If you don't remember Toni, 
think back to early GTA III. He owned a restaurant in St. 
Mark' , absolutely hates Triads, and is most well-known for 
bellowing the classic GTA quote, "Nobody, I mean nobody 
messes with Toni Cipriani!". Welcomed back into the Leone 
family, Toni is put to work as one of Salvatore's most danger
ous mob recruits in a turf war that pins the Leones up against 
the rival Sindacco family, the Liberty City Police Department, 
and even the Mayor's office. 

We received some up-close and personal time with Liberty 
City Stories, including an impressive demo that howed off 
updated lighting and shading models, real-time reflections 
and updated draw distances, as well as a sneak peak into two 
of the game' s story missions. Tile first, "The Trouble With Tri
ad ," sets Toni off to pick up some duckets from one of the 
Don's warehouses, only to discover there is trouble afoot. 

-The Triads have torched the warehouse and Toni mu t risk 
his own tail to grab the loot before the whole place goes up in 
flames. In "Casino Rumble", the Sindaccos pay a visit in the 
form of demolition hitmen! Toni will, by any means possible, 
have to ward off a couple on-foot thugs, an armored car and, 
eventually, a van rigged full of explosives to keep the casino 
in one piece. Both missions are comparable to just about any 
other console GTA experience, and nothing seemed "dumbed 
down" to portable standards. In fact, the PSP controls seemed 
to uit the GTA world just fine, and a revamped targeting 
sy tern (upgraded even from San Andreas) makes up for the 
lack of dual houlder buttons on the handheld . 

Rockstar has promised the GTA usuals, including a full-scale 
soundtrack. new pedestrian speech, familiar landmarks in
duding Ammu- alions and Pay ' N' Sprays, hidden pack
ages new tunt jumps and rampages. And, for the first time, 
motorcycles will make a much-anticipated debut in Liberty 
Gty! Overall, we were extremely impressed with the current 
state and performance of Liberty Gty Stories-there is no 
doubt it will be a y. tern defining experience-and can' t wait 
to get our hand on it in a few month . .-I 

PSE 
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-----Future 
M[OlA WITH PASSION 

Dead to Rights 
Midnight Club 3 

Death Jr. 
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The GTA revolution is going portable 

W
e have to be honest - when 
we first heard that GTA 
was coming to our favorite 
portable system, we were 
skeptical. First, we thought 

it would be a top-down game, similar to the 
original GTA on PSone. Then we thought it 
would look like GTA3, but wouldn't have the 
open dty, like the PSP version of Spider-Man 2. 
After all, GTA's open dty would be impossible 
on the PSP. .. right? 

How wrong we were. Grand Tllett Auto: 
Liberty City Stories is exactly what you'd 
expect from a GTA game, only portable. 
Guns? Check. Carjacking? Check. A fully 
realized 3D world in which you're free to do 
pretty much anything you want, including , 
meeting with shady characters who send you 
on missions of questionable legality? Check, 
check, and check. Yep, this is GTA all right. 

So what's It all about? Well, it's not a 
port of GTA3, if that's what you're thinking. 

Yes, as the title explidtly suggests, it takes 
place in Liberty City - the landsca~ made 
famous in GTA3 - but there's a ne star this 
time 'round; or rather, an old one. 

Let's take the Wayback Machine to when 
you played GTA3. Do you remembe~ a guy 
named Toni Cipriani (voiced by Michael 
Madsen), who handed out missions at his 
mom's restaurant? He was the guy who 
hated the Triad and sent you on mi$lons to 
deal with them. Let's just say you when't 
very popular with the Triad by the dme you 
completed all of his tasks. Ever wonder what 
his deal was? Well, now you'll be able to find 
out, because Toni Cipriani is the main char
acter of Liberty City Stories. 

Taking place three years before tile 
events of GTA3 - that's about 1998 or so, 
for those who don't want to do the math 
- Liberty City Stories follows Toni Cipriani 
as he moves up in the criminal world. While 
it may not seem like it, three years 1$ a lot 

of time, and there are bound to be some 
changes. For example, three years before Sex 
Club 7 became the place where Luigi Ooe 
Pantoliano) gave work to the mute GTA3 
protagonist, the strip club was called Paulie's 
Revue Bar. 

One of the two missions we saw actu
ally starts out at the club: Toni is given the 
task of protecting one of the mob's proper
ties from the incoming Triad, so he jacks a 
cab and chases them down, but it quickly 
becomes an ail-alit war. It's the Triad versus 
Toni, and neither side cares who gets caught 
in the crossfire. The Triad try sending out a 
Patriot (a.k.a. a Humvee), but Toni quickly 
deals with them by ramming the Patriot into 
some traffic. It's like shooting fish in a highly 
explosive barrel. Then a large truck packed 
with explosives drives up, leaving Toni with 
barely enough time to jack it, drive it a safe 
distance away from the club, and run to 
safety outside of the blast radius. This is defi
nitely the GTA we all know and love. 

In case you're still not convinced, here's 



All but guaranteed to cement the 
PSP's success and sell tons of 
hardwaFe units this holiday season, 
the release of the highly anticipated 
Grand Theft Auto: Liberty City 
stories Is finally drawing near. 

An all new epiC action game set in Liberty 
City, GTA: LCS takes place three years 
prior to the events in Grand Theft Auto 
III. GTA: LCS puts you in the role of a 
scorned wise guy, Toni Cipriani. Cipriani 
has just returned to Liberty City after 
having been forced into exile. He killed 
a made man as a favor to mob boss 
Salvatore Leone. After a cooling-down 
period, Toni's welcomed back by the Leones, who put him to work as 
one of their toughest mob soldiers. What ensues is a surprising full
fledged GTA adventure that will be on par, in both size and scope, 
with any GTAs that have come before it. 

We recently had the chance to sit down and play GTA: LCS on the 
psp and can say with confidence that the game looks and plays as 

well, if not better, than the original 
GTA III. All of Liberty City is in the 
game-Portland, Staunton Island 
and Shoreside Vale-but each 
neighborhood has been meticulously 
recreated for the PSP with all 
new businesses, pedestrians and 
missions. Everything you would 
expect from a GTA game has been 
packed into this portable version, 
from full-scale audio production, 
including an all-new soundtrack 
played on changeable in-game 
radio stations, and tons of vehicles, 

including motorcycles (a first for Liberty City) to classic GTA 
gameplay elements (side missions, hidden packages, insane stunt 
jumps, rampages, etc.) and the trademark atmosphere (changing 
weather, day-to-night cycles, chattering pedestrians and ambient 
traffic). In addition, Rockstar has packed in some new features, and 
a few from Grand Theft Auto: San Andreas, including the ability to 
purchase outfits. 



Publisher: Rockstar 
Developer : Rockstar Leeds 
Release Date: Fall 2005 

Genre(s} : Action 
Category: Sandbox 
# of players: 1-2 

To say we were impressed by the early code is an 
understatement. The missions, while still purely GTA, have 
been set up for quick, on-the-go play, and visually, details 
like the use of a semi-transparent HUD overlay make the 
best use of the PSP's screen size. The only things that have 
us concerned at the moment are the final frame'rate and 
load times. Hopefully, Rockstar Leeds has learned a thing 
or two from the development of Midnight Club III, and will 
be able to address and fix these issues before the game 
ships in October. 

UBER1Y CITY -_.- 15 



Grand Theft Auto: Liberty City Stories 
THE FIRST PSP BLOCKBUSTER? 

I
t's no secret that Rockstar's Grand Theft 
Auto series was one of the key factors in 
the rnassiIIe success of the PlayStation 
2 in this console generation. Along 

with Its reaxcl-breaking sales, GTA became 
a phenomenon, drawing a new audience 
to Sony's hardware platform and earning 
a place In the pop culture pantheon. Now, 
Rocistar is bnnging the franchise to Sony's 
newest system, the PSP, in the form of an 
aI-new title developed by Rockstar Leeds 
(whtch did excellent work on Max Payne for 
the GSA and the PSP port of Midnight dub 
3). Although PSP has been a moderate suc
cess so far, both Rockstar and Sony hope 
that Grand Theft Auto: Uberty Oty Stories 
win be a blockbuster that will drive unit 
sales and establish the handheld as a mass
marl<et gaming device. 

During a recent visit to the Game Informer 
offices, Rockstar's Todd Zuniga stressed that, 
despite the fact that the game is a return to 
the unIVerSe of Grand Theft Auto III, it is not 
a simple handheld port 'This isn't GTA III: 
said Zuniga. 'This is an entirely new game ... 
It's in the 80 to 100 hour range, compara
ble to GTA III. There's the hidden packages, 
stunt Jumps, Rampages, taxi missions, vigi
lante missions - all that stuffs in there." 

The game features a new star, Toni 
Ciprian~ who hardcore fans will recognize 

as the proprietor of St Mark's Bistro in GTA 
III. Although Rockstar is not confirming the 
voice talent involved with the game, it's 
worth noting that Toni was originally voiced 
by actor Michael Madsen. The story is set 
three years before the start of GTA III, and 
follows Opriani's retum to Uberty Oty after 
an extended absence. Apparently, Toni had 
pulled a hit for the infamous Don Salvatore 
Leone, and had to head out of town while 
things cooled off. Of course, now that he's 
back in the mix, Toni can't wait to get his 
hands dirty with some criminal activity. 
Given the setting. expect to encounter a 
number of familiar faces from the GTA uni
verse during your adventures in Uberty City. 

'There will be crossover with all those 
characters: confirms Zuniga. "We're going to 
use the full scope of GTA, pulling ~nJ things 
when it makes sense~ 

Uberty Oty Stories will also introduce 
some of the improvements and additions 
that have been implemented in the series 
since GTA III. New vehides and weapons 
are planned, most notably the full spectrum 
of two-wheeled transportation, induding 
motorcydes, dirt bikes, and scooters. You'll 
also be able to change Toni's appearance 
through unlockable outfits. More impor
tantly, the targeting system is based on 
an improved version of the San Andreas 

scheme, making for what Zuniga feels is 
the "the best [targeting system) we've had 
SO far~ 

Watching the game in action, it's hard not 
to be impressed by what Rockstar Leeds 
has accomplished. The entirety of Uberty 
Oty has been recreated on the PSP, com
plete with new storefronts and other subtle 
changes to reflect the different time period. 
The cars glisten with reflective maps and 
sport full damage models induding light 
coatings of dirt and grime. Although pop-up 
issues are still being addressed, it's quite 
shocking how good this game looks at this 
stage in development The framerate is 
already stable, and the controls appear to 
be on par with any game in the series. The 
missions we witnessed induded a suppos
edly simple cash pick-up at 
one of Leone's warehouses 
that resulted in a huge explo
sion followed by a high-speed 
car chase with the Triad, and 
a more complex objective in 
which ToOl had to defend a 
casino from a series of car 
bombs. 

However well-done the 
GSA versions of Grand Theft 
Auto might have been, Uberty 
Oty Stories is the first time 

that the fran-
chise is being brought 
to a handheld without compromise. It's not 
a handheld "version" of GTA; it's simply 
GTA - with all of the depth, gameplay, and 
content that gamers have come to expect 
from Rockstar. At this point, the only ques
tion that remains is how the developers will 
be able to handle the PSP's sluggish load
ing times and short battery life (the demo 
we saw was running on a development 
kit). However, based on what it has already 
accomplished in the development of this 
title, we expect Rockstar Leeds has what it 
takes to bring the game to completion in 
fine style .•• • 
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StnngtIIs: 
+ lots of Iriple-A franchises 
+ A wide variety of genres will soon 
be available 
+ Several games use Wl-Fi capabilities 

- Where are the role-playing games? 
- Not much to look forward to during 
the dog days of summer 
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Believe" or Not 

Q• WlU tile next Game Bo~ handheld be 
• essentially. portable GameCube? 

EGM 
Circulation: 600,000 

July 2005 

A• Man oh man, wouldn't that be a punch to Sony's gut. 
• From a visual standpoint, a machine like that would 

put even the PSP to shame. Plus, developers wouldn't have to 

;~ii~.;;~b learn new hardware, thus Increasing the likelihood of triple-A 
games at or around launch. Stili, a handheld that powerful, 
not to mention having to stream data off a disc, could be 

too taxing on its battery (as we all know, the PSP strug-
gles in that department). Does Nintendo know some

thing about battery life that Sony doesn'\? Maybe .... 

- --- II 
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WHO IS HE? He's the brains behind Grand 
Theft Auto and the president of Rockstar. 

Ali n£ 0RI»IAl ~ It's not easy 
being the driving force behind one of 
the most popular series of games ever 
created. The amount of pressure to 
keep it fresh and entertaining, espe
cially with all of the me-too games out 
there, is enough to drive anyone 
insane. But Houser and his group have 
been able to keep Grand Theft Auto at 
the top of its game by focusing on dif
ferent themes for each installment and 
keeping the story entertaining enough 
to keep the experience of jacking cars 
and shooting an assortment of lowly 
individuals Interesting. 

HHAT"S NEXT? Well, there's a PSP ver
sion of Grand Theft Auto coming out 
this fall, which will mark the first time 
the series has had the ability to replicate 
the console experience on the small 
screen. And it's a given that the next 
console GTA will show up on next-gen 
consoles. For the moment, details sur
rounding both games are a closely 
guarded secret. 
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Hand Theft Autol 
GTA is coming to PSP - SOONI 

J:t when you thought caused changes to the structure of 
psp couldn't get any more Spider-Man 2 for PSP - another "big 
intidng, Rockstar has offidally dty" game. Could GTA PSP be a more 
annollf\Ced a new version of constrained, mission-based game? Not 

Grand 711e{t Auto for the soon-to-be- necessarily, and, hopefully, we'll also 
released handheld. Not only that, but see some killer multlplayer modes. 
it's slated to go on sale very soon after We're all about wlreless gang turf 
the PSP's release. battles and cops versus crooks! 

Rockstar has revealed that the game 
will be set In Uberty City, where the PSM mt ~D' lieu F1RSll 
events of GTA3 went down, but 1.11. l ' • 
isn't saying what era the game =.:;:- baIIIIry ........... In:.:..... 
takes place during, or what 
characters it will feature. PSM 
confirmed that It Will be an 
entirely new game, but Rockstar 
wouldn't reveal any further 
details. 

~CcnWlW. 
The ,PSZ GTA games were 

able to render their seamless 
dtyscape5 by constantly 
streaming info from the DVD
ROM - something that would 
deflnJtely eat up a lot of PSP 
battery life. This has already 
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